Crack Detection on a Retaining Wall with an Innovative, Ensemble Learning Method in a Dynamic Imaging System.
In this study, an innovative, ensemble learning method in a dynamic imaging system of an unmanned vehicle is presented. The feasibility of the system was tested in the crack detection of a retaining wall in a climbing area or a mountain road. The unmanned vehicle can provide a lightweight and remote cruise routine with a Geographic Information System sensor, a Gyro sensor, and a charge-coupled device camera. The crack was the target to be tested, and the retaining wall was patrolled through the drone flight path setting, and then the horizontal image was instantly returned by using the wireless transmission of the system. That is based on the cascade classifier, and the feature comparison classifier was designed further, and then the machine vision correlation algorithm was used to analyze the target type information. First, the system collects the target image and background to establish the samples database, and then uses the Local Binary Patterns feature extraction algorithm to extract the feature values for classification. When the first stage classification is completed, the classification results are target features, and edge feature comparisons. The innovative ensemble learning classifier was used to analyze the image and determine the location of the crack for risk assessment.